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Abstract
The main challenge of stating the correctness of transactional memory (TM) systems is the need
to provide guarantees on the system state observed by live transactions, i.e., those that have not yet
committed or aborted. A TM correctness condition should not be too restrictive, to allow flexibility
in implementation, yet strong enough to disallow undesirable TM behavior, which can lead to runtime errors in live transactions. The latter feature is formalized by observational refinement between
TM implementations, stating that properties of a program using a concrete TM implementation can be
established by analyzing its behavior with an abstract TM, serving as a specification of the concrete one.
We show that a variant of transactional memory specification (TMS) is equivalent to observational
refinement for the common programming model in which local variables are rolled back upon a transaction abort and, hence, is the weakest consistency condition for this case. This is challenging due to
the nontrivial formulation of TMS, which allows different aborted and live transactions to have different
views on the system state. Our proof reveals some natural, but subtle, assumptions on the TM required
for the equivalence result.
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Introduction

Transactional memory (TM) eases the task of writing concurrent applications result := abort;
by letting the programmer designate certain code blocks as atomic. TM allows while (result == abort) {
result := atomic {
developing a program and reasoning about its correctness as if each atomic block
x = X.read();
executes as a transaction—in one step and without interleaving with others—
y = Y.read();
even though in reality the blocks can be executed concurrently. Figure 1 shows
z = 42 / (x - y);
how atomic blocks yield simple code for computations involving several shared
Z.write(z);
transactional objects X, Y and Z, access to which is mediated by the TM.
} }
The common approach to stating TM correctness is through a consistency
Figure 1: TM usage
condition that restricts the possible TM executions. The main subtlety of formulating such a condition is the need to provide guarantees on the state of transactional objects observed by
live transactions, i.e., those that have not yet committed or aborted. Because live transactions can always
be aborted, one might think it unnecessary to provide any guarantees for them, as in fact done by common
database consistency conditions [9]. However, in the setting of transactional memory, this is often unsatisfactory. For example, in Figure 1 the programmer may rely on the fact that X 6= Y, and, correspondingly,
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make sure that every committing transaction preserves this invariant. If we allow the transaction to read
values of X and Y violating the invariant (counting on it to abort later, due to inconsistency), this will lead
to the program faulting due to a division by zero.
The question of which TM consistency condition to use is far from settled, with several candidates
having been proposed [2–4, 7]. An ideal condition should be as weak as possible, to allow flexibility in TM
implementations, yet strong enough to satisfy the intuitive expectations of the programmer and, in particular,
to disallow undesirable behaviors such as the one described above. Observational refinement [5, 6] allows
formalizing the programmer’s expectations and thereby evaluating consistency conditions systematically.
Consider two TM implementations—a concrete one, such as an efficient TM, and an abstract one, such
as a TM executing every atomic block atomically. Informally, the concrete TM observationally refines the
abstract one for a given programming language if every behavior a user can observe of a program P in this
language linked with the concrete TM can also be observed when P is linked with the abstract TM instead.
This allows the programmer to reason about the behavior of P (e.g., the preservation of the invariant X 6= Y)
using the expected intuitive semantics formalized by the abstract TM; the observational refinement relation
implies that the conclusions (e.g., the safety of the division in Figure 1) will carry over to the case when P
uses the concrete TM.
In prior work [1] we showed that a variant of the opacity condition [4] coincides with observational
refinement for a particular programming language and, hence, is the weakest consistency condition for this
language. Roughly speaking, a concrete TM implementation is in the opacity relation with an abstract one if
for any sequence of interactions with the concrete TM, dubbed a history, there exists a history of the abstract
TM where: (i) the actions of every separate thread are the same as in the original history; and (ii) the order of
non-overlapping transactions present in the original history is preserved. However, our result considered a
programming language in which local variables modified by a transaction are not rolled back upon an abort.
Although this assumption holds in some situations (e.g., for Scala STM [10]), it is non-standard and most
TM systems do not satisfy it.

2

Our Contributions

In this paper, we consider a variant of transactional memory specification (TMS) [3], a condition weaker
than opacity,∗ and show that, under some natural assumptions on the TM, it coincides with observational
refinement for a programming language in which local variables do get rolled back upon an abort.
This result is not just a straightforward adjustment of the one about opacity to a more realistic setting:
TMS weakens opacity in a nontrivial way, which makes reasoning about its relationship with observational
refinement much more intricate. In more detail, the key feature of opacity is that the behavior of all transactions in a history of the concrete TM, including aborted and live ones, has to be explained by a single history
of the abstract TM. TMS relaxes this requirement by requiring only committed transactions in the concrete
history to be explained by a single abstract one obeying (i)–(ii) above; every response obtained from the
TM in an aborted or live transaction may be explained by a separate abstract history. The constraints on the
choice of the abstract history are subtle: on one hand, somewhat counterintuitively, TMS allows it to include
transactions that aborted in the concrete history, with their status changed to committed, and exclude some
that committed; on the other hand, this is subject to certain carefully chosen constraints. The flexibility in
the choice of the abstract history is meant to allow the concrete TM implementation to perform as many optimizations as possible. However, it is not straightforward to establish that this flexibility does not invalidate
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observational refinement (and hence, the informal guarantees that programmers expect from a TM) or that
the TMS definition cannot be weakened further.
Our results ensure that this is indeed the case. Informally, if local variables are not rolled back when
transactions abort, threads can communicate to each other the observations they make inside aborted transactions about the state of transactional objects. This requires the TM to provide a consistent view of this
state across all transactions, as formalized by the use of a single abstract history in opacity. However, if
local variables are rolled back upon an abort, no information can leak out of an uncommitted transaction,
possibly apart from the fact that the code in the transaction has faulted, stopping the computation. To get
observational refinement in this case we only need to make sure that a fault in the transaction occurring with
the concrete TM could be reproduced with the abstract one. For this it is sufficient to require that the state
of transactional objects seen by every live transaction can be explained by some abstract history; different
transactions can be explained by different histories.
Technically, we prove that the TMS relation between a concrete TM and an abstract TM is sufficient
for observational refinement. This is proved by establishing a nontrivial property of the set of computations
of a program, showing that a live transaction cannot notice the changes in the committed/aborted status of
transactions concurrent with it that are allowed by TMS. Proving that the TMS relation is necessary for
observational refinement is challenging as well, as this requires us to devise multiple programs that can
observe whether the subtle constraints governing the change of transaction status in TMS are fulfilled by
the TM. We have identified several closure properties on the set of histories produced by the abstract TM
required for these results to hold. Although intuitive, these properties are not necessarily provided by an
arbitrary TM, and our results demonstrate their importance.
The programming language we consider does not allow explicit transaction aborts or transaction nesting and assumes a static separation of transactional and non-transactional shared memory. Extending our
development to lift these restrictions is an interesting avenue for future work.

3

Main Result

The main result of this paper is that the TMS relation can be characterized in terms of observational refinement for a class of TMs that enjoy certain natural closure properties, informally stated as follows:
• A TM is closed under immediate aborts if it allows adding arbitrary immediately aborted transactions
to any history.
• A TM is closed under removing transaction responses if it allows removing a TM response by a
transaction that does not take further steps.
• A TM is closed under removing live and aborted transactions if it allows to remove aborted and live
transactions.
• A TM is closed under commit-pending transactions completion if it has a way to complete the
commit-pending transactions of any history it contains which has at most one live transaction.
These properties are satisfied by the natural TM specification that executes every transaction atomically [1].
T HEOREM 1 (Informal statement). Let TC and TA be transactional memories.
(i) If TA is closed under immediate aborts and removing transaction responses, then TC is in the TMS
relation with TA implies that TC operationally refines TA .
(ii) If TA is closed under removing live and aborted transactions and commit-pending transactions completion, then TC operationally refines TA implies that TC is in the TMS relation with TA .
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Related Work

When presenting TMS [3], Doherty et al. discuss why it allows programmers to think only of serial executions of their programs, in which the actions of a transaction appear consecutively. This discussion—
corresponding to our sufficiency result—is informal, since the paper lacks a formal model for programs and
their semantics. Most of it explains how to ensure the correctness of committed transactions. The discussion of the most challenging case of live transactions is one paragraph long. It only roughly sketches the
construction of a trace with an abstract history allowed by TMS and does not give any reasoning for why
this trace is a valid one, but only claims that constraints in the TMS definition ensure this. This reasoning is
very delicate, as indicated by our proof, which carefully selects which actions to erase when transforming
the trace. Moreover, Doherty et al. do not try to argue that TMS is the weakest condition possible, as we
established by our necessity result.
Another TM consistency condition, weaker than opacity but incomparable to TMS, is virtual world
consistency (VWC) [7]. Like TMS, VWC allows every operation in a live or aborted transaction to be
explained by a separate abstract history. However, it places different constraints on the choice of abstract
histories, which do not take into account the real-time order between actions. Because of this, VWC does
not imply observational refinement for our programming language: taking into account the real-time order
is necessary when threads can communicate via global variables outside transactions.
Our earlier paper [1] has laid the groundwork for relating TM consistency and observational refinement,
and it includes a detailed comparison with related work on opacity and observational refinement. The present
paper considers a much more challenging case of a language where local variables are rolled back upon an
abort. To handle this case, we have developed new techniques, such as establishing the live transaction
insensitivity property to prove sufficiency and proposing monitor programs for the nontrivial constraints
used in the TMS definition to prove necessity.
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